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ABSTRACT 

 

Thermal Dynamics of a Riparian Aquifer Subject to Flooding: Lower 

Colorado River, Texas, USA 

 

Jeffery Allison Watson, M.S. Geo Sci 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

 

Supervisor:  M. Bayani Cardenas 

 

The zone of mixing between rivers and the riparian aquifers adjacent to them, 

known as the hyporheic zone (HZ), is critical for water quality and water resource issues. 

Hyporheic mixing within the sediment provides a unique nexus of nutrients and 

environmental factors that promotes important biochemical reactions such as respiration, 

denitrification and anaerobic ammonia oxidation. Biochemical reaction rates are directly 

related to temperature. Moreover, temperature is a useful environmental tracer that may be 

used to infer groundwater flow paths in the HZ. In this study, I investigate coupled fluid 

flow and heat transport dynamics in riparian aquifers adjacent to the river channel during 

three flood events. I present 2D riparian aquifer temperature data from two sites along the 

Lower Colorado River (LCR). These data, along with river and groundwater table elevation 

data, allowed observation of riparian aquifer temperature responses to the flood pulses as 

they traveled downstream. At the downstream site (Webberville Park), pre-flood 

temperature penetration distance into the bank suggested advective heat transport from 

lateral exchange of river water into the riparian aquifer was occurring during relatively 

steady river flow conditions.  While a small (20 cm) dam-controlled flood pulse had no 
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observable influence on groundwater temperature regimes, larger floods (40 cm and >3 m) 

caused lateral movement of distinct heat plumes away from the river during flood stage, 

and retreated back toward the river after flood recession. We interpret these plumes as heat 

transport by advection caused by flood waters being forced into the adjacent riparian 

aquifer. These flood-induced temperature responses were controlled by the size of the 

flood, river water temperature during the flood, and local factors at the study sites, such as 

topography and local hydraulic gradients. For the two larger events, the thermal 

disturbance lasted days after flood waters receded, suggesting that large floods have long 

lasting impacts on the temperature regime of riparian aquifers beyond the time scale of the 

flood itself. These persistent flood-induced thermal disturbances likely have a significant 

impact on biochemical reaction rates and nutrient cycling in the river system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 RELEVANCE 

The interface between rivers and the permeable sediment adjacent to them is an 

important zone for ecological processes and biogeochemical reactions. This region, 

referred to as the hyporheic zone (HZ), is defined as the zone of saturated sediment adjacent 

to rivers that is at least partially permeated by river water. The HZ is hydrologically defined 

by flow paths beginning and ending at the sediment-water interface and representing 

relatively short travel times. In the hyporheic zone, mixing between river water and 

groundwater occurs, resulting in distinct chemical and physical gradients that would not 

otherwise be present. These gradients provide unique conditions that promote microbial 

activity and biochemical reactions key to the removal of contaminants and nutrients in the 

subsurface (Boulton et al., 2013; Rode et al., 2015). 

Since the development of industrial N2 fixation techniques, the abundance of N 

species in natural streams has been greatly increased due to runoff of nitrogen based 

fertilizers from agricultural areas.  This has led to environmental and ecological 

consequences, such as the formation of extensive dead zones in coastal regions where N-

laden streams outflow. Thus, biochemical reactions that remove N species from streams, 

such as denitrification and anaerobic ammonium oxidation, are important for attenuating 

N concentrations and provide valuable ecosystem services.  

N-removing biochemical reactions primarily occur in the HZ, where mixing of 

groundwater and surface water in the sediment provides DO, labile carbon, and biofilm 

attachment sites for microbes that facilitate the reactions (Duff et al., 2008, Rode et al., 

2015). Biochemical removal of N-species in the HZ may occur by denitrification of nitrate, 
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or the anaerobic oxidation of ammonia coupled to nitrite reduction (annamox). In both 

cases, N is removed from the river system by conversion of aqueous N species into N2 

(N2O) gas, which outgasses into the atmosphere. Zarnetske et al. (2011) showed that 

significant removal of nitrate by denitrification occurred along an anoxic hyporheic flow 

path and was limited by DOC supply. While it was previously thought that denitrification 

was the most important N-removing biochemical reaction in river sediments, Lansdown et 

al. (2016) showed that annamox can contribute up to 58% of N2 gas production in natural 

river beds. 

Temperature is a key environmental variable that has a significant influence on 

biogeochemical reaction rates and ecological regimes (Allan and Castillo, 2007, Poole and 

Berman, 2001). Pfenning and McMahon, (1997) showed that denitrification rates increased 

significantly with increasing temperature, suggesting that warmer rivers should have a 

higher potential for in-stream N removal than colder rivers. These predictions are supported 

by a large scale study of 28 watersheds by (Schaefer and Alber, 2007) which showed that 

watershed temperature was inversely correlated with N export from streams.   

In addition to its importance for biochemical reactions, temperature is useful as a 

field tracer for delineating hyporheic flow paths. By measuring groundwater temperatures 

in-situ, the extent and spatial distribution of hyporheic flow on multiple spatial and 

temporal scales can be quantified. Most studies focusing on heat transport from hyporheic 

flow have investigated vertical heat flow in river beds using 1D vertical temperature 

profiles (Constantz 1998, Constantz 2008, Gerecht et al., 2011, Fanelli and Lautz., 2008).  

In some cases, investigators have collected 2D temperature data to determine downstream 

longitudinal hyporheic flow induced by morphological features on the river bed such as 

bedforms, pool-riffle-pool sequences, or logs and other obstacles to flow (Cardenas & 

Wilson, 2007, Marzadri, Tonina, & Bellin, 2013, Norman & Cardenas, 2014, Sawyer et 
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al., 2012, Tonina & Buffington, 2007). To date, however, few studies have investigated 

groundwater temperature regimes in the riparian aquifer laterally adjacent to the river 

channel. In this region, river water penetrates laterally into aquifer, mixing with 

groundwater. In this paper we will refer to this lateral mixing as ‘lateral exchange’.  

In this study, we use temperature time series measurements in the riparian aquifer 

to investigate lateral exchange. Applying basic concepts of heat transport processes, we 

use 2D temperature data perpendicular to the river bank to infer lateral exchange during 

steady and transient river stage conditions. To the author's knowledge, the data set 

presented here is the first of its kind, and this can help guide future research efforts toward 

a better understanding heat flux from lateral exchange and thermal groundwater responses 

to transient river fluctuations. 

 

1.2 HEAT FLOW IN POROUS MEDIA 

Interpreting groundwater temperature data requires a basic understanding of how 

heat flows through porous media. Heat transport in porous media can be described by an 

energy balance/ heat transport equation, i.e., the advection-dispersion equation. The 

equation for heat transport is as follows: 
к𝑒

𝜌𝑐
𝛻2𝑇 −

𝜌𝑤𝑐𝑤

𝜌𝑐
∇ ∙ (𝑇𝑞) =

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
                                                (1) 

where 𝑇 is temperature; t is time; 𝜌𝑤 and 𝑐𝑤 are the density and specific heat of the 

transporting fluid (e.g., water); 𝜌𝑤 and 𝑐𝑤 are the density and specific heat of the solid 

phase of the aquifer; 𝑞 is the flow velocity vector.  к𝑒 is the effective thermal conductivity, 

which includes conduction through the rock/water substrate and the effects of thermal 

dispersion due to fluid flow through a porous medium. The main difference between heat 

transport modelled by equation 1, and solute transport is that heat may transport through 
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the solid phase of the aquifer as well as the liquid phase, making the effect of conduction 

more pronounced. As stated by Anderson (2005), the first term in equation 1 is analogous 

to the diffusion/dispersion term in the advection-dispersion equation, while the second term 

is analogous to the advection term. In the context of heat transport, advection refers to heat 

transport by the movement of a fluid. Dispersion refers to the diffusive-like transport 

behavior that arises as different fluid molecules take different tortuous flow paths through 

porous media. Conduction refers to the diffusion of heat through solid and liquid aquifer 

phases along a temperature gradient. In the absence of fluid flow, advection and dispersion 

are zero and heat transport by conduction is the dominant process. When fluid flow is 

present, conduction and dispersion of heat are coupled by the first term in equation 1, and 

are difficult to distinguish from one-another.  

The relative contribution of heat transport by bulk fluid motion (advection) versus 

conduction can be expressed as a ratio called the Peclet number. This ratio, following 

Domenico and Schwartz, (1998) is as follows: 

𝑁𝑃𝐸 =
𝜌𝑤𝑐𝑤𝑞𝐿

к𝑒
                                                            (2) 

Where 𝑁𝑃𝐸 is the Peclet number, and L is some characteristic length. Peclet 

numbers higher than 1 indicate that advection has a greater influence on heat transport, 

while numbers less than 1 indicate that conduction is more important.  

If we assume a periodically fluctuating river temperature signal, an estimate for 

heat penetration from the river into the adjacent aquifer by conduction can be made. After 

Jury et al., (1991), this penetration distance, named the ‘damping depth’, can be calculated 

from the following equation: 

𝑑 = √
к𝑡𝜏

𝜋
                                                              (3) 
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Where 𝑑 is the damping depth, к𝑡 is the thermal diffusivity of the aquifer, and 𝜏 is 

the period of temperature fluctuation. This equation demonstrates that the conductive 

penetration depth is dependent on the period of temperature fluctuation rather than its 

amplitude. Thus, daily fluctuations in temperature would be expected to have significantly 

smaller penetration depth than seasonal temperature fluctuations. This suggests that 

temperature fluctuations from a single flood event are unlikely to cause significant heat 

flux by conduction into an aquifer. Rather, the majority of flood-induced heat flux is likely 

to result from advective heat flux, as flood water pushes surface water into aquifer storage. 

In this investigation, we focus on heat transport between a river channel and the 

adjacent riparian aquifer. The temperature regime that arises from this transport is 

dependent in part on whether the river temperature is greater than the groundwater end 

member temperature (e.g. the groundwater unaffected by lateral exchange). If river 

temperature is higher, heat transport from the river into the riparian aquifer is likely to 

result.  

Analysis of groundwater temperature regimes coupled with aquifer flow 

information can help determine the heat transport processes responsible for river-to-

groundwater heat flow. If river temperature is greater than groundwater temperature, and 

groundwater flow is predominately toward the river channel (gaining), conductive heat 

transport is the primary process driving heat flow (Nützmann et al. 2014). This is because 

advective fluid flow is moving against the direction of heat flow. 

In the case where a river is losing (groundwater flow is away from the river), or 

where temporary recharge is being induced by river stage fluctuations, advection becomes 

important because groundwater flow paths are in the direction of heat transport. As warmer 

river water flows into the adjacent aquifer it also transports heat into the aquifer. The 

distance that advective heat transport may penetrate into an aquifer is dependent on aquifer 
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properties that control groundwater flow velocities, such as permeability. Modeling by 

Cardenas and Wilson (2007) showed that for flow under bedforms, permeability strongly 

controls the Peclet number; with increasing Peclet number as permeability increases. 

Higher Peclet numbers correspond to penetration into the sediment by advection. Norman 

and Cardenas (2014) conducted flume experiments to test these modeling predictions and 

confirmed that increasing permeability does increase surface water temperature penetration 

distance by advective heat transport.  

 Other studies have focused on stage-fluctuation induced heat transport in natural 

river systems. Vogt et al. (2012) observed diurnal surface water temperature fluctuations 

that propagated more than 2 m into the adjacent aquifer; a larger transport distance than 

would be possible for heat transport by conduction alone. Gerecht et al. (2011) showed that 

daily stage fluctuations from upstream dam regulation caused downward advective heat 

transport in the river bed. These studies demonstrate that river stage fluctuations have the 

potential to induce vertical and lateral heat transport by advection, and that heat can be 

used as a tracer to infer exchanges between surface water and groundwater. 

 

1.3 LATERAL EXCHANGE IN THE HYPORHEIC/RIPARIAN ZONE 

We now focus on the flow of water from rivers into laterally adjacent sediments, 

and subsequent return flow back to the river. We refer to lateral exchange water stored in 

the riparian aquifer as ‘transient storage’. Lateral advective heat transport into and out of 

the riparian aquifer is strongly influenced by the volume, penetration distance, and 

residence time (total time that a parcel of water spends in the riparian aquifer before exiting 

back into the river channel) of lateral exchange.  
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Lateral exchange may occur as a steady process (where there is a continuous 

exchange of water at the sediment/water interface) (Cardenas, 2009; Stonedahl et al., 

2010), or as a transient response to isolated or periodically repeating flooding events 

(Dudley-Southern and Marina 2015; Francis, & Cardenas, 2010; Gerecht et al., 2011; 

Sawyer et al., 2009; Sawyer et al., 2014). For the steady state condition, lateral exchange 

is typically caused by variation in river channel morphology, which induces a local 

variation in hydraulic heads at the sediment/water interface. Channel morphology 

parameters that can cause localized lateral exchange include meander geometry (Boano et 

al., 2006; Cardenas, 2009a; Stonedahl et al., 2010), and localized bank geometry 

(Stonedahl et al., 2010). In the case of lateral exchange induced by stage fluctuations, river 

water is forced into the adjacent riparian aquifer during stage increases, and subsequently 

drains out of the river after stage decreases. Stage fluctuations inducing lateral exchange 

may be isolated flood events (Sawyer et al. 2014; Dudley-Southern and Binley 2015), or 

daily floods related to dam regulation (Sawyer et al. 2009; Gerecht et al. 2011).  

During isolated stage fluctuations (flood pulses), the volume of water pushed into 

the bank, lateral penetration distance, and residence time of exchange water are influenced 

by the amplitude and wave length of flood pulses (McCallum & Shanafield, 2016; Welch 

et al., 2015), and whether flood pulses are single events or periodically recurring (Sawyer 

et al. 2009; McCallum and Shanafield 2016). Numerical modelling by McCallum and 

Shanafield (2016) predicted that the residence times of lateral exchange waters were 

significantly less for diurnally recurring stage fluctuations than single storm events due to 

the increase in bank outflows associated with recurring events.  

A potentially important factor that may influence lateral exchange is the regional 

hydraulic gradient (the slope of the water table) in the adjacent riparian aquifer. These 

gradients generally slope toward the river if the river is gaining, and away from the river if 
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it is losing. From this, we would expect lateral exchange to be resisted by flow driven by 

gaining river gradients. If gradients are positive towards the river, the onset of lateral 

exchange occurs as a local gradient reversal resulting from the river surface locally 

increasing the water table level adjacent to the river channel. Because regional gradients 

are in the opposite direction, they will counter the penetration of the gradient reversal 

laterally into the aquifer. Welch et al. (2015) modeled the influence of hydraulic gradients 

on transient storage induced by lateral exchange. Their model predicted that increasing the 

hydraulic gradient toward the river would decrease the volume, penetration distance, and 

residence time of transient storage. If these predictions are true, we would expect advective 

heat transport from lateral exchange to be influenced by the magnitude of regional 

gradients.  
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2. STUDY AREA 

The study reach is an approximately 90 km stretch of the Lower Colorado 

River (LCR), downstream of Austin, Texas, USA (Figure 1). The reach is bounded 

upstream by Longhorn Dam and downstream by the USGS gage at Bastrop, TX (USGS 

08159200). Another USGS gage is located just downstream of Longhorn Dam below 

Highway 183 (USGS 08158000). We collected stage and groundwater temperature data at 

two field sites between the USGS gages. The upstream site is located at Austin Water 

Utilities-Center for Environmental Research at Hornsby Bend, approximately 14 km 

downstream of Longhorn Dam. We refer to this site as Hornsby Bend Upstream 

(HBU). The downstream field site is located adjacent to Little Webberville Park 

approximately 36 km downstream of Longhorn Dam. We refer to this site as Webberville 

Park (WBP). 

 The 30-year average discharge of the LCR at the Highway 183 gage (ID: 

08158000) is 484 m3/s (USGS, 2016). The LCR is frequently subject to flash flooding from 

large rainfall events that bring large amounts of precipitation over short time periods.  In 

2015, three separate flood pulses resulted in stage increases greater than 3 m at the HBU 

site. Additionally, the LCR has been subject to regular releases from Longhorn Dam which 

cause stage fluctuations downstream of the dam. These stage fluctuations range from 0.3-

1.5 m and have been investigated previously (Briody, 2014; Cardenas & Markowski, 2011; 

Francis et al., 2010; Gerecht et al., 2011; Sawyer et al., 2009). 

 The riparian aquifer at HBU is composed of fluvial deposits comprised of 

gravel, silt, sand, and clay (Sawyer 2009). Time-lapse electrical resistivity surveys 

conducted by Cardenas and Markowski (2011) during a flood pulse showed that the 
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distribution of flood-induced vertical and lateral exchange was heterogeneous, suggesting 

that the riparian aquifer and streambed contain higher permeability regions that created 

preferential flow paths.   

 At the WBP site the river bank is also composed of packages 

of unconsolidated fluvial deposits. The top 50-90 cm of sediment is composed of soil and 

silty clay. Underlying this layer is an approximately 20 cm thick sand package that coarsens 

downward from medium to coarse sand. Below the sand layer there is a gravel layer with 

grains ranging from 2-20 mm in diameter. Over the study period, the level of the water 

table at normal river stage conditions was at approximately the same depth as the gravel 

layer.  
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3. METHODS 

The primary focus of this research was to monitor temperature changes during 

distinct river flooding events. To accomplish this goal we monitored river and groundwater 

temperatures and levels during three distinct flooding events. River temperatures and 

hydrographs from these flooding events are presented in Figure 3. 

 

3.1 TEMPERATURE MONITORING WITH SENSOR ARRAYS 

We measured groundwater temperatures with Onset TMC20-HD thermistors 

arranged in vertical profiles below the water table (Figure 2). Profiles were arranged in a 

transect to create 2D temperature arrays. Temperature measurements were stored using 

HOBO U12 4-channel external loggers. Each vertical profile consisted of 8 temperature 

probes attached to 6 mm diameter steel rods with a spacing of 20 cm. At WBP, steel rods 

were placed within galvanized steel piezometer casings with a drive-point attached to the 

end. We drove the steel casings to the desired depth using a post driver. Vertical profiles 

were arranged in a transect perpendicular to the river channel with approximately 1 m 

spacing. At WBP the closest temperature array was placed approximately 30 cm from the 

river edge. After establishing the temperature array we surveyed the ground surface 

coordinates for each vertical temperature profile and used these measurements in 

combination with rod stick-ups, total rod length, and sensor spacing to precisely calculate 

the coordinates of each temperature sensor. At HBU, temperature sensor profiles were 

placed within pre-established 3.2cm diameter PVC piezometers instead of galvanized steel 

casings used at WBP. The piezometers were screened across the water table and generally 

deep enough to accommodate the 1.4 m span of temperature sensors. In cases where the 
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temperature probe was above the water table, temperature measurements were removed 

during post-processing. Piezometer spacing at HBU is approximately 1.5 m and the 

piezometer closest to the river edge is offset 2 m from the river.  

 

3.2 HYDRAULIC MONITORING WITH PIEZOMETERS AND TRANSDUCERS 

We measured in-stream and groundwater levels using In Situ Rugged TROLL 100 

and Aqua TROLL 200 pressure and temperature loggers. At WBP groundwater loggers 

were deployed in PVC wells adjacent to vertical temperature profiles. At HBU loggers 

were deployed into the same wells as the temperature probes (Figure 2). In-stream loggers 

were attached to fence posts driven into the river bed. Logged groundwater depths were 

calibrated by electronic water level tape measurements taken from the top of casing at each 

well. River temperature measurements were taken from in-stream data loggers. River and 

groundwater levels for the late September/late October flood events were corrected for 

barometric pressure using 15-minute resolution Baro TROLL logged data. The early 

September intermediate flood event was corrected using daily mean barometric pressure 

data downloaded from the website Weather Underground (Weather Underground 2016).  

 

3.3 SURVEYING OF MONITORING INSTRUMENTS AT THE STUDY SITES 

We used a TRIMBLE S5 robotic total station to survey both sites. We surveyed the 

top of casing, ground surface, and river channel bathymetry along strike with piezometer 

transects, as well as the ground surface coordinates of vertical thermistor profiles. Top of 

casing measurements were used to orient groundwater table loggers to the same coordinate 

system and ground/river bed surface data was used for plotting of the ground surface for 

2D temperature figures. In addition to site surveys, we also used the total station and in 
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some cases a LASER TECHNOLOGY INC. TruPulse 200x laser range finder to measure 

the river level during in-stream data collection. Surveyed water level measurements were 

used to calibrate in-stream transducers to the correct elevation relative to a local 

benchmark. 

 

3.4 DATA ANALYSIS 

Matlab was used for gridding, contouring, and plotting of all temperature and water 

level data. Temperature data was quality-controlled by identifying and removing spurious 

spikes in temperature resulting from data logger voltage fluctuations. After quality control 

of the data (e.g., removing spurious measurements from instrument malfunction), a script 

was created that oriented all temperature, water level, and ground surface data to the correct 

location in space for a specified time slice (see Appendix for matlab scripts). The script 

then used the 'scatteredInterpolant' Matlab function to grid the time slice temperature data, 

and the 'countourf' function to contour temperature data. The specified contour method was 

linear interpolation. For animation of the 2D temperature data, the 

'VideoWriter' Matlab function was used.  

After contoured temperature plots were exported from Matlab, further quality 

control was implemented to assure that the contouring algorithm was not producing 

temperature regimes not supported by the data, e.g., spurious spikes. This was particularly 

important at the corners of the temperature data grids that did not have actual 

measurements. If the algorithm produced areas of relative cool or warm temperature not 

supported by data, these areas were blanked out (Figure 7d-f). 
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4. RESULTS 

4.1 FLOOD HYDROGRAPHS 

River stage and temperature data is presented in order of the size of flooding event 

(small flood: early Sept. 2015, intermediate: early Sept. 2015, and large: late Oct. 2015).  

For each flood event we review flood hydrographs first from the upstream site (HBU) and 

then the downstream site (WBP). Presenting the data in this order allows comparison 

between the different flood events, and how the flood hydrographs changed as they 

propagated downstream.  

During the late September 2015 small flooding event, peak water level at the HBU 

site was approximately 20 cm higher than the pre-flood level (Figure 3a, 3b). River 

temperature at the HBU site fluctuated diurnally by 1-1.5 °C before flooding, and increased 

by approximately 0.5 °C immediately following the arrival of the controlled flood pulse. 

By the time the controlled flood pulse reached the downstream WBP site, the peak flood 

level was reduced to 3.5 cm above the pre-flood level. River temperatures at WBP 

fluctuated diurnally before the controlled flood at approximately the same amplitude as 

HBU. The arrival of the controlled flood at WBP had little influence on river temperature.  

During the early September 2015 intermediate flooding event, WBP was the only 

site with instruments deployed and logging when the flood arrived. Peak flood stage was 

40 cm above the pre-flood level (Figure 3e). River temperature fluctuated diurnally by 1.5-

2 °C prior to, during, and following the flood pulse. The arrival of the flood pulse caused 

a gradual drop in river temperature with a gradual recovery in the days following flood 

recession. 

During the late October 2015 large natural flood pulse, the peak flood level at HBU 

was 4 m above pre-flood level (Figure 3c). At WB, the peak flood level was 3.1 m above 
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pre-flood levels and temperature dropped 4.3 °C after the flood arrived (Figure 3d). Prior 

to flood arrival, average river temperature was 23.65 and 24.55 °C at HBU and WBP, 

respectively (Table 1). At both sites it took approximately 2 days for the river levels to 

return to their pre-flood level. 

 

4.2 TEMPERATURE PROFILES  

In this and the following sections we present groundwater temperature data as 2D 

snapshots of temperature at specific time slices during flood events. Data is presented in 

the same order as the subsequent section: first by flooding event, with upstream site 

presented first followed by the downstream site. This allows relatively easy observation of 

the changes in groundwater temperature regimes over time in response to different flooding 

events.  

4.3 SMALL CONTROLLED FLOOD 

There were no observable changes to the spatial distribution of groundwater 

temperature in the riparian aquifer following the arrival of the controlled flood at both sites 

(Figure 4). This suggests that the groundwater temperature regime at both sites was 

unaltered from its pre-flood condition by the controlled flood pulse. At both sites, the 

hydraulic gradient, which favored groundwater baseflow, also appeared to be unaffected 

by the arrival of the flood pulse. 

Stable temperatures regimes at both sites displayed distinct differences. At HBU, 

temperature gradients were mostly vertical, with temperature decreasing with depth; 

horizontal gradients were not evident (Figure 4a-c). At WBP, there were both horizontal 

and vertical gradients (Figure 4d-f). Temperature at WBP decreased with both depth and 

horizontal distance perpendicular to the river channel. 
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4.4 INTERMEDIATE FLOOD 

Groundwater temperature at WBP during the intermediate flood showed a clear 

response to the flood pulse (Figure 5). Pre-flood temperature gradients appeared similar to 

those observed during the controlled flood pulse (compare Figure 5a and Figure 4d-f). 

Following arrival of the flood pulse, a region of warm temperature propagated across the 

top of the temperature array, which we refer to as a ‘heat plume’ (Figure 5b). Coincident 

with the arrival of the heat plume, water table levels increased by more than 35 cm and the 

average hydraulic gradient reversed from sloping toward the river to sloping away from 

the river (from gaining to losing). Following flood recession, the heat plume migrated back 

toward the river and hydraulic gradients returned to pre-flood conditions (Figure 5c). It 

took approximately 1 week following flood arrival for the groundwater temperature regime 

to return to its pre-flood condition (Figure 5d). An animation of the 2D temperature time 

series at WBP during the intermediate flood is available in the supplementary material.  

 

4.5 LARGE NATURAL FLOOD 

The WBP groundwater temperature response to the natural flood was distinctly 

different from the intermediate flood response. Prior to the flood the temperature regime at 

both sites was similar to that observed in Figure 4, with horizontal and vertical gradients 

present and decreasing temperature with both depth and distance from the river channel at 

WBP (Figure 6a). After arrival of the flood, vertical temperature gradients reversed as a 

heat plume propagated horizontally away from the river channel and along the bottom 

portion of the 2D-temperature monitoring array (Figure 6c, 6d). Water table levels 

increased immediately after the onset of flood arrival (Figure 6b). Shortly after overtopping 
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of the piezometers the pressure transducers measuring water table levels were pulled out 

of the piezometers, so no head data is available after this time. The temperatures observed 

in the top portion of the array more closely resembled flood-water temperature during the 

flood.  

The heat plume persisted for several days after the flood receded. Temperature 

gradients decreased over time as the plume appeared to increase its area while slowly 

migrating back toward the river (Figure 5d-i). Maximum temperature within the heat plume 

decreased from ~24.5 °C during peak flood to ~23.5 °C approximately 1 day after the flood 

receded. An animation of the 2D temperature time series at WBP during the intermediate 

flood is available in the supplementary material.  

HBU showed a different temperature response to the large natural flood than WBP 

(Figure 7). Prior to the flood event river temperatures were 2-3 °C higher than groundwater 

temperatures which generally decreased with depth (Figure 7a). Horizontal temperature 

gradients were not as prevalent at HBU as those observed at WBP. Following the flood 

peak, higher temperatures were observed across the temperature array. Similar to the WBP 

site, a plume of heat migrated from the direction of the river channel along the bottom of 

the array (Figure 7c-f). Temperature gradients along the margins of the plume were less 

pronounced than the plume observed at WBP. The heat plume at HBU was less extensive 

than the plume observed at WBP and it did not penetrate as far laterally into the temperature 

array. Hydraulic gradients reversed immediately following the arrival of the flood pulse 

(Figure 7b). Similar to WBP, the heat plume at HBU slowly migrated back toward the river 

bank following flood recession (Figure 7g-i). An animation of the 2D temperature time 

series at HBU is available in the supplementary material. No head data is available from 

HBU following arrival of peak flood due to transducers being pulled out of their 

piezometers during the flood. 
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4.6 INDIVIDUAL TEMPERATURE TIME SERIES 

Results from the time series data present a more quantitative picture of individual 

vertical profiles within temperature arrays during the different flood events. Here we 

present time series data results from the intermediate and large natural flooding events. The 

locations of thermistors for which time series are plotted are indicated by the colored circles 

in Figure 2. 

At WBP prior to the arrival of the intermediate flood, a vertical temperature 

gradient is apparent in all temperature profiles for which time series were plotted (Figure 

8d-f). The arrival of the flood pulse was accompanied by a spike in temperature across all 

three vertical profiles. The magnitude of the temperature spike decreased with both depth 

and distance from the river channel. Following recession of flood waters temperatures 

slowly moved back toward their pre-flood condition over the course of a 1 week time 

period.  

During the large natural flood the vertical temperature gradients at WBP reversed 

as the heat plume propagated across the bottom region of the temperature array (Figure 8g-

i). As the heat plume travelled across the array it resulted in a peak in temperature 

that decreased in magnitude from bottom to top of each profile. The peak decreased in 

width with increasing distance from the river channel. For each of the 3 WBP vertical 

profiles, the highest temperatures were observed in the bottom sensors. Following the flood 

at WBP the temperature gradient reversals persisted for several days and did not return to 

their pre-flood condition before the time series ended. 

At HBU the temperature time series showed different patterns than those observed 

at WBP (Figure 8a-c). A temperature gradient reversal was only observed in the profile 
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nearest to the river channel. A distinct spike in temperature coinciding with the arrival of 

the flood was observed in all temperature sensors, likely a result of flood waters entering 

through the open piezometer tops as the site was inundated, resulting in temperature 

contamination. Temperature gradients were relatively stable for the 2 profiles furthest away 

from the river (Figure 7b,c), suggesting that they were not influenced by the flood pulse as 

much as the nearest temperature profile. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

5.1 PRE-FLOOD (STEADY RIVER FLOW) TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS  

Before the onset of flooding events, the temperature regime at both sites did not 

vary significantly over time (Figure 4, Figure 5a, Figure 6a, Figure 7a). This suggests that 

groundwater flow had reached a relative steady-state condition. Both sites displayed a 

distinct temperature regime with temperature gradients acting in different directions. At 

WBP there were horizontal gradients present. Groundwater temperatures closest to the 

river were nearest to river temperatures and groundwater temperatures decreased away 

from the river channel (Figure 5a and Figure 6a).  This suggests that warmer river water 

was transferring heat into the riparian aquifer adjacent to the river channel. Thermal 

influence from the river propagated across the length of the temperature array, so the lateral 

extent of temperature influence was at least 4 m into the riparian aquifer.   

Determining the heat transport process controlling this steady state river-aquifer 

heat flux can shed light on the nature of the hydraulic interactions between the two water 

sources. Heat transport by advection would coincide with lateral exchange of river water 

into the riparian aquifer. Conversely, if there were no lateral exchanges, conduction would 

be the dominant heat transport process. Assuming a sinusoidal temporally-varying river 

temperature regime, the distance that heat may be transported into a sediment by 

conduction, called the conductive length scale, is modelled by equation 3. Gerecht et al. 

(2011) estimated a mean thermal conductivity of 0.66 mm2/s at the HBU site. Using this 

value and a daily temperature variation period of 12 hours, the conductive length scale 

would be 9.2 cm into the riparian aquifer. If we use a seasonally varying temperature period 

of 6 months, the conductive length scale increases to 1.74 m. The seasonal period provides 

the maximum conduction penetration length of river heat into the riparian aquifer possible. 
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Thus, even assuming a maximum conductive penetration length cannot explain the 4 m 

temperature penetration observed in the 2D temperature array. It therefore follows that heat 

transport by advection must account for at least some of the temperature regime observed 

at WBP. This suggests that lateral exchange from the river into the riparian aquifer is 

present at WBP and is responsible for transferring heat into the groundwater adjacent to 

the river channel.  

The preceding inference of advective heat flow into the riparian aquifer is 

contradicted by observed hydraulic gradients. Hydraulic gradients at the WBP transect 

sloped toward the river channel, which conflicts with advective heat transport from lateral 

exchange because it suggests that groundwater flow is toward the river rather than away. 

We present two possible explanations for this conflict:  

1) A line of head measurements perpendicular to the river is insufficient to capture 

the three dimensional nature of the groundwater flow field. Lateral exchange 

does not necessarily occur in a direction perpendicular to the river bank. 

Variations in river bank morphology can cause pressure gradients that induce 

lateral exchange on small spatial scales (Stonedahl 2010). Our pressure head 

measurements may have been insufficiently spaced to capture these small scale 

gradient reversals. 

2) Groundwater flow within the riparian aquifer is anisotropic and our piezometer 

transect was insufficient to capture this anisotropy. Lateral exchange and the 

resulting advective heat transport may be focused in units of increased 

permeability such as the gravel and coarse sand layers we observed while 

augering pilot holes for the piezometers. Since the piezometers were screened 

from their base across the water table, pressure measurements taken from the 

piezometers may be integrating head from units with varying permeability. If 
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this is the case it would be possible for lateral exchange to be occurring opposite 

the direction of groundwater flow inferred from the integrated head 

measurements. 

At HBU the groundwater temperature regime was distinctly different than that 

observed at WBP. Temperature gradients were mostly vertical at HBU (Figure 4a-c). One 

explanation for the differences between the temperature regimes at the two sites is the 

experimental design. At HBU, the start of the temperature array is offset by ~2 m from the 

river channel while at WBP the array begins at only 0.3 m from the channel. The spacing 

between vertical profiles was larger at HBU than at WBP (1.5 m and 1 m, respectively) 

with HBU extending further into the riparian aquifer than the WBP array by approximately 

4 m. Thus the two arrays are effectively covering different ranges of riparian aquifer 

distance perpendicular to the bank. HBU spans from 2-8 m from the river, while WBP 

spans from 0.3-4.3 m from the river, with a distance of overlap between both sites at 2-4.3 

m from the river.   It is thus possible that horizontal gradients were present in the 2 m 

adjacent to the bank at HBU, but not within the bounds of the temperature array. It is also 

possible that if the WBP transect had been extended further away from the river it would 

have exhibited vertical temperature gradients similar to that observed at HBU. Indeed, the 

two temperature profiles are most similar when comparing the regions where their 

distances from the bank overlap.  

 

5.2 SMALL CONTROLLED FLOOD TEMPERATURE RESPONSE 

As the controlled flood pulse travelled downstream from HBU to WBP, it was 

observed to be significantly attenuated, decreasing from ~20 cm to ~4 cm (Figure 3). Flood 

pulse attenuation results from longitudinal dispersion as the pulse propagates downstream, 
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and transient storage of flood water as it is pushed laterally into the river bank or vertically 

into the river bed. In the case of transient storage, we would expect to see lateral exchange 

as the flood pulse forces river water into storage. We expect this process to be more 

pronounced at the upstream HBU site, where stage fluctuation due to the flood pulse was 

larger. 

If lateral exchange of flood pulse waters was occurring, we would expect a distinct 

temperature response in the riparian aquifer. Because the temperature of the river was 

significantly higher than observed groundwater temperatures, we would expect flood-

induced lateral exchange to cause an increase in groundwater temperature adjacent to the 

river due to advective heat transport, as warmer water flows from the river into the riparian 

aquifer.  However, this is not what we observed, as neither of the sites displayed 

temperature responses to the small controlled flood pulse (Figure 4). At WBP, the absence 

of a thermal response is not unexpected because the stage fluctuation was much smaller. 

At HBU, the lack of response may be attributable to the offset of the temperature array 

transect from the main river channel. It is possible that there was a temperature response 

closer to the channel, but too far away from the temperature array to be observed.  

Another potential explanation for the lack of temperature response at HBU is the 

presence of steeper hydraulic gradients sloping toward the river. Hydraulic gradients at 

HBU were an order of magnitude larger than those observed at WBP (0.02 and 0.002, 

respectively) and thus would be expected to drive more resistance to lateral exchange from 

head gradients at HBU. These steeper gradients act as a barrier to lateral exchange by 

exerting hydrostatic pressure opposite to the direction of exchange flow.  This prediction 

is consistent with modelling by Welch et al. (2015), which showed that increasing gradients 

results in decreased lateral exchange volume and depth of lateral penetration. Suppression 

of lateral exchange also limits the potential for advective heat transport by exchanging 
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waters, which would explain the lack of thermal response at HBU. With no temperature 

data available in the 2 m adjacent to the river channel at HBU, it is impossible to determine 

whether steeper hydraulic gradients caused the lack of temperature response or if a 

response occurred but was too close to the bank to be observed by the temperature array.  

 

5.3 INTERMEDIATE FLOOD TEMPERATURE RESPONSE  

While there was no thermal response to the smaller controlled flood pulse in late 

September, there was a distinct groundwater temperature response to the larger 

intermediate flood pulse that travelled down the study reach in early September. Following 

the arrival of the intermediate flood pulse, a region of relatively warm water moved 

laterally into the bank across the upper portion of the temperature array (Figure 5). This 

heat plume likely represents advective heat transport driven by lateral exchange of river 

water into groundwater storage. Another line of evidence for lateral exchange is the 

observed increase in water table levels, and reversal of hydraulic gradients coincident with 

the arrival of the heat plume (Figure 5b).  

Following recession of the intermediate flood, the heat plume migrated back toward 

the river bank (Figure 5c). Residual heat from the plume took at least 1 week to return to 

pre-flood temperatures (Figure 5d). Heat plume migration back toward the river channel is 

likely representative of return flow as transient storage from lateral exchange was returned 

to the river. As this warmer water returned to the river, it transported heat by advection in 

the same direction, resulting in the observed temperature response. This explanation is also 

supported by the observation that water table levels across the temperature array dropped 

as the plume migrated back toward the river and hydraulic gradients had returned to their 
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pre-flood direction (toward the river), indicating that groundwater storage was emptying 

during this time period.   

 

5.4 LARGE NATURAL FLOOD TEMPERATURE RESPONSE 

When compared to the two other floods, the large flood represented the most 

dramatic stage fluctuation observed, with a 4.3 and 3.1 m increase in river levels at HBU 

and WBP, respectively. At WBP, the large flood temperature response observed in the 

riparian aquifer was distinctly different from the other two floods. Following the natural 

flood, a warm water plume moved across the bottom portion of the WBP site temperature 

array (Figure 6d-f). This differed from the plume in the intermediate flood, which moved 

across the top of the temperature array.   

The natural flood thermal plume at WBP was significantly warmer than the 

temperature of river water during the flood and the groundwater end member temperature 

(defined as the temperature of groundwater deepest and furthest away from the river prior 

to flooding), which were both ~21 °C. This suggests that the heat plume did not originate 

from these sources. One likely explanation for the plume source is that it originated as 

groundwater storage adjacent to the river channel, heated prior to the flooding event 

(Figure 9a). During this time period, temperature gradients resembled the steady state 

gradients observed prior to the intermediate and controlled flooding events: groundwater 

closer to the river was warmer than the groundwater end member, with the warmest 

temperatures adjacent to the water-sediment interface.  

When the cooler flood pulse arrived it likely pushed floodwater into the adjacent 

riparian aquifer through lateral exchange. We propose that flood-induced lateral exchange 

water displaced the warmer pore water and cause the lateral transport of heat by advection 
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(Figure 9b). Head data available during the stage increase shows that the water table rapidly 

increased in elevation during the onset of the flood, though no head data was available after 

flood waters over-topped the top of the piezometer casings. This observation is consistent 

with the presence of flood-induced lateral exchange during the onset of the large flood.  

Another aspect of the WBP heat plume that needs to be explained is that the plume 

was initially restricted to the bottom region of the temperature array rather than covering 

the entire area of temperature observation (Figure 6d). Prior to flooding, warmer 

groundwater was present in the top left portion of the temperature array (Figure 6a). If post-

flood lateral exchange was only horizontal, we would expect warmer water to travel across 

the top region of the array in addition to the bottom region. Instead the heat plume was 

only observed across the bottom of the array. This suggests that either 1) the exchange had 

a downward vertical component in addition to the lateral component, or 2) lateral exchange 

was focused in a preferential flow path along the higher permeability gravel layer found 

along the bottom portion of the array. After initial heat plume migration, the exchange 

waters laterally migrating across the top portion of the array were likely composed of 

cooler flood-waters, which explains why this region reversed from warm temperatures to 

cooler temperatures following the flood. 

Following recession of floodwaters at WBP, the heat plume slowly migrated back 

toward the river channel (Figure 6e-i, Figure 9c). Coincident with this plume movement, 

temperature gradients decreased and the top portion of the temperature array increased in 

temperature, suggesting an upward component of heat transport. We interpret the post-

flood plume migration as advective and dispersive heat transport due to return flow of 

transient storage to the river. Hydraulic gradients following were sloping toward the river, 

suggesting that groundwater flow was toward river, which supports the return flow 
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hypothesis. Previous studies have shown that transient storage return flow is a common 

occurrence following flood events (Sawyer et al. 2009; McCallum et al. 2016).  

What is not clear about the post-flood temperature response at WBP is the process 

driving the upward component of heat transport as the plume migrated back toward the 

river (Figure 6e-i). This component could be primarily driven by advection or by 

dispersion, depending on the direction of groundwater flow. If groundwater flow contains 

a component of upward flow, then advection is likely the dominant heat transport process. 

However, if the groundwater flow field is primarily horizontal then dispersion is likely the 

dominant process. Dispersion results from the tortuous path of water molecules around 

grains as they transport heat along a flow path (Furbish, 1997). Thus, even if groundwater 

flow is completely horizontal in direction, it may still result in vertical heat transport. In 

the case of the WBP heat plume, we cannot distinguish between the two because of the 

lack of available head data to distinguish vertical and horizontal flow paths.   

The thermal response to the large flood at HBU displayed several differences from 

the plume observed at WBP. The heat plume at HBU was lower in temperature and did not 

penetrate as far into the riparian aquifer, and temperature gradients were smaller at HBU 

than WBP. Similar to WBP however, the HBU plume was limited to the lower region of 

the temperature array and overlain by cooler water (Figure 7d-g).  

The smaller heat plume penetration distance at HBU may be explained by the 

differences in hydraulic gradients between the two sites. Prior to the flood, average 

hydraulic gradients at HBU were 10× steeper than WBP gradients. This suggests that there 

should be more resistance to lateral exchange at HBU because the steeper gradient acts as 

a barrier to flow. Modeling by Welch et al (2015) predicts that lateral penetration distance 

by a flood pulse into an aquifer decreases with increasing hydraulic gradient, and that 

penetration distance is maximized when the gradient is closer to zero. Because lateral heat 
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flow by advection is dependent on lateral exchange distance, we would expect the HBU 

plume penetration distance to be smaller at HBU due to greater gradients, which is 

consistent with what was observed.  

The differences in experimental array setup must also be considered when 

comparing the thermal regimes of the two sites. As stated above, the HBU array has a 

greater offset from the river channel and a larger spacing between vertical temperature 

sensor profiles. The HBU temperature sensors were deployed in 3.2 cm PVC piezometers, 

as opposed to the 2cm steel conduit used at WBP. This would allow more contamination 

from overtopping of wells during peak flood stage. Evidence of this overtopping can be 

seen in the temperature time series data for HBU (Figure 7a-c), where a distinct peak was 

observed by almost all temperature sensors that matches closely with river temperature. 

However, even with overtopping contamination we would expect the sensor profiles to 

eventually thermally equilibrate with groundwater temperatures following initial 

contamination after a few minutes.    

 

5.5 TEMPERATURE TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 

Evaluation of temperature profile time series from the large and intermediate floods 

can reveal additional information about the nature of thermal groundwater response to 

flooding, and the time required for the riparian aquifer to return to its pre-flood condition. 

Flood-induced lateral exchange is evident in the time series. The intermediate flood time 

series temperature data at WBP showed a distinctive increase in temperature for all sensors 

across the temperature array (Figure 8d-f). This is consistent with advective heat transport 

by lateral exchange during the rising limb of the flood. The magnitude of the temperature 

spike decreased with both depth and distance from the bank, which shows attenuation of 
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lateral exchange as it penetrated further into the aquifer. Following flood recession, the 

time elapsed before groundwater temperatures returned to their pre-flood condition 

decreased with distance from the river. This is indicative of return flow of flood water 

stored in the bank. As transient bank storage from a flooding event drains back into the 

river, stored flood water most distal to the river drains first (McCallum et al 2016). In the 

case of the intermediate flood, this would cause the observed temperature signal as the heat 

plume migrates back toward the river.   

For the large flood, a temperature gradient reversal observed for all profiles at WBP 

(Figure 8g-i). This can be explained by lateral migration of the heat plume waters across 

bottom region of the temperature array, coupled with the lateral exchange of cooler flood 

waters across the top region of the array. The resulting temperature signal was an increase 

in temperature across deeper temperature sensors and a decrease in temperature for 

shallower sensors, causing a temperature gradient reversal.  

At HBU the heat plume did not penetrate as far into the bank as the WBP site. This 

signal can be seen in the vertical profile time series data (Figure 8a-c). A gradient reversal 

is only observed in the profile closest to the river channel (Figure 8a) and absent in the 

more distal vertical profiles (Figure 8a,b).    

Vertical profile time series data can also shed light on the residence time of 

exchange water in the riparian aquifer. The lateral exchange of flood waters into the 

riparian aquifer causes a disturbance in the pre-established steady state temperature regime 

due to heat transport by advection. If post-flood river temperature, water level, and 

hydraulic gradients are similar to pre-flood conditions, the temperature regime should 

eventually return to its pre-flood condition. From this, we can view the time it takes for a 

temperature profile to return to its pre-flood condition after a flood disturbance as a proxy 

for the residence time of exchange water in the aquifer. As transient storage from lateral 
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exchange drains out of the riparian aquifer, it first drains from aquifer storage furthest away 

from the river, with the last portion to drain being the region adjacent to the aquifer (Sawyer 

et al. 2009; Gerecht et al. 2011). Thus we expect the region adjacent to the aquifer to be 

the last to recover from flood-induced temperature disturbances, and the time elapsed for 

this recovery is representative of the maximum residence time of lateral exchange waters.   

Applying the above analysis to the intermediate flood pulse at WBP it is clear that 

the vertical profile furthest away from the river (Figure 8f) recovered the flood pulse 

temperature disturbance faster than the profile closest to the river (Figure 8d), which is 

consistent with draining of distal aquifer region before the proximal aquifer region. The 

proximal temperature profile took approximately 7 days to return near to its pre-flood 

condition. Using this as an estimate for residence time, we can say that maximum residence 

time of lateral exchange waters was approximately 7 days. For the large natural flooding 

event this residence time analysis is not possible because the available temperature time 

series end before the aquifer returned to its pre-flood condition.   

 

5.6 IMPORTANCE OF ANTECEDENT CONDITIONS ON THERMAL RESPONSE  

The thermal response of the riparian aquifer to a given flooding event is influenced 

by the antecedent temperature conditions of the river and groundwater endmembers as well 

as the temperature of the floodwaters. Groundwater adjacent to the river channel prior to a 

flooding event will tend to equilibrate with the pre-flood river temperature. If flood waters 

are cooler than pre-flood river water, the temperature response can result in advection of 

heat into the riparian aquifer because the pore water was equilibrated to the warmer pre-

flood water. This was the case observed in WBP during the large flood event (Figure 6). 

In this case, vertical temperature gradients reverse because river water end-member 
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switches from warmer to cooler water. If flood water is warmer or equal temperature to 

pre-flood river water, this gradient reversal does not occur. This was the case observed 

during the intermediate flood (Figure 7).  

 

5.7 FLOOD STAGE THRESHOLD FOR ADVECTIVE HEAT TRANSPORT  

Thermal responses in the riparian aquifer were influenced by the amplitude of stage 

increase during flooding events. The late September controlled flood, the smallest flood 

analyzed in this investigation, caused no observable temperature response in the riparian 

aquifer. The intermediate and large floods both caused significant temperature responses. 

This suggests that there is a flood stage fluctuation threshold above which water may push 

into the bank, transporting heat efficiently by advection. Gradients were toward the river 

at both sites, and act against lateral exchange of river water due to stage releases. Thus, 

pushing water laterally into the bank requires a large enough stage increase to overcome 

ambient hydraulic gradients. The 4 cm controlled flood pulse at WBP was below this 

threshold, which explains why there was no thermal response in the bank. The intermediate 

flood was above this threshold, as a high temperature plume of river water penetrated at 

least 4 m into the bank. These observations are consistent with the results of numerical 

modelling by Welch et al (2015) which showed that distance of lateral exchange 

penetration is influenced by the amplitude and wave length of the flood pulse. 

 

5.8 BIOGEOCHEMICAL AND ECOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

In this investigation, we show that flood pulses can cause groundwater temperature 

disturbances that persist on significantly longer timescales than the floods themselves. This 

has implications for biochemical reactions such as nitrification, denitrification, and 
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anaerobic ammonium oxidation because temperature influences reaction rates. Modelling 

by Zheng et al. (2016) showed that temperature influences the depth of nitrification and 

denitrification reactions and that whether the hyporheic zone was acting as a net source or 

sink of NO3- was controlled by temperature. Applying these modelling predictions to our 

observed temperature data, we would expect significant influences on nitrification and 

denitrification processes to result from flood-induced temperature responses. The precise 

nature of these influences cannot be determined from temperature alone because 

nitrification and denitrification processes are influenced by other factors, such as the spatial 

distribution of dissolved oxygen and the availability of labile carbon within the sediment 

(Pfenning and McMahon 1996), and of course the amount of different forms of nitrogen. 

Because lateral exchange induced by flood events is likely to transport more dissolved 

oxygen and carbon into the riparian aquifer, determining the net effect on 

nitrification/denitrification processes would require accounting for these factors in addition 

to temperature influence. While this accounting is beyond the scope of this investigation, 

future studies should take all of these factors into account if they hope to determine the 

impact of flooding on nitrogen species in river systems. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

Our investigation of 2D temperature data in the riparian aquifer revealed important 

information on groundwater temperature responses to steady state and transient lateral 

exchanges. Prior to flood events, warmer groundwater temperatures and horizontal 

gradients at WBP suggest the presence of steady state heat transport from the river into the 

adjacent riparian aquifer. Heat from the river penetrates more than 2 m past the maximum 

conductive length scale, suggesting that advective heat transport from lateral exchange is 

occurring.  

Transient temperature responses to flooding events varied between sites and 

between flooding events. A small dam-controlled flood pulse did not influence 

groundwater temperatures at either site. At WBP, a 40-cm intermediate flood pulse caused 

advective heat transport due to transient lateral exchange as warmer flood waters were 

pushed into the riparian aquifer. Advective heat transport due to transient lateral exchange 

was observed at both sites in response to the large natural flood pulse, but differed from 

the intermediate flood in that heat propagated across the bottom of temperature arrays 

instead of the top. This difference in groundwater temperature response is attributable to 

the difference in flood water temperature relative to groundwater temperatures during both 

events as well as to the antecedent river temperature conditions in the days prior to flooding 

and differences in peak flood stage. Differences in groundwater temperature regimes and 

flood pulse responses between sites may be influenced by the steepness of hydraulic 

gradients perpendicular to the river channel, which control the volume, penetration 

distance, and residence time of laterally exchanged waters.  
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Key biochemical reactions such as nitrification, denitrification, and anaerobic 

ammonia oxidation occur in the hyporheic zone and are controlled by temperature. From 

this we would expect the temperature disturbances we observed in this investigation to 

influence these chemical processes and as a result the fate of total N in the river.  
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APPENDIX A: FIGURES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1: Lower Colorado River (LCR) study reach with major 

tributaries. Field sites are indicated by green circles and USGS gages 

by red circles. The dark green area indicates the LCR watershed 

boundary. 
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of temperature arrays and piezometer placement at Hornsby 

Bend (HBU) and Webberville Park (WBP). HBU piezometer spacing is 1.5m versus 1m 

spacing at Webberville Park. The HBU piezometer array is offset 2m from the river channel 

while WBP is only 0.3m offset. HBU temperature sensors are deployed in fully screened PVC 

piezometers while WBP sensors are deployed adjacent to piezometers (map view). 
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Figure 3: River hydrographs for three separate flooding events. Hornsby Bend 

(HBU) hydrographs are in the left column while Webberville Park (WBP) 

hydrographs are on the right. The controlled flood (a, b) occurred in late September 

2015 and was attenuated  from ~20cm at HBU to ~4cm at WBP. The intermediate 

flood (c) occurred in early September 2015.The large natural flood (d, e) occurred 

in late October 2015 and was accompanied by a 2.5-3 °C drop in temperature. 

Instruments at the HBU site were not deployed during the intermediate flood. 
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Figure 4: Temperature fields observed during the small controlled flood. The blue 

line indicates the water table surface; the light brown line indicates the land surface. 

River water surface level is indicated by the top of the river channel. White circles 

are individual temperature sensors. River channel temperature is on the same color 

bar as groundwater temperatures. Groundwater temperatures did not respond to 

the flood pulse at Hornsby Bend (HBU) (a-c) or Webberville Park (WBP) (d-f). 

Temperature gradients at HBU were mostly vertical while at WBP they also 

contained a horizontal component, indicating the possible presence of steady state 

lateral exchange. 
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Figure 5: Temperature fields observed during the intermediate flood event at 

Webberville Park. The blue line indicates the water table surface; the light brown 

line indicates the land surface. River water surface level is indicated by the top of 

the river channel. White circles are individual temperature sensors. River channel 

temperature is on the same color bar as groundwater temperatures. River stage 

increased by ~40 cm, causing a heat plume to propagate across the temperature 

array due to advective heat transport from lateral exchange (b). Following flood 

recession the heat plume slowly migrated back toward the river channel (c, d). The 

water table was gently sloping toward the river prior to flooding and reversed 

gradient after flood arrival. Animation available in supplemental materials. 
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Figure 6: Temperature fields observed during the large natural flooding event at 

Webberville Park. The blue line indicates the water table surface; the light brown 

line indicates the land surface. River water surface level is indicated by the top of 

the river channel. White circles are individual temperature sensors. River channel 

temperature is on the same color bar as groundwater temperatures. Following 

arrival of the cooler flood pulse a warmer temperature heat plume propagated 

across the bottom portion of the temperature array while cooler temperatures went 

across the top (c-e). Following flood recession the plume slowly migrated back 

toward the river channel while temperature gradients along the top margin of the 

plume decreased over time (f-i). Animation available in supplemental materials. 

Water table data after flood arrival is not available due to equipment failure. 
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Figure 7: Temperature fields observed during the large natural flooding event at 

Hornsby Bend. The blue line indicates the water table surface; the light brown line 

indicates the land surface. River water surface level is indicated by the top of the 

river channel. White circles are individual temperature sensors. River channel 

temperature is on the same color bar as groundwater temperatures. The arrival of 

the cooler flood pulse was accompanied by a heat plume similar to that observed at 

Webberville Park (WBP) (c-f). The plume was lower in temperature and did not 

travel as far across the temperature array as the WBP plume. Following flood 

recession, the plume migrated back toward the river channel, similar to the WBP 

plume. 
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Figure 8: Temperature time series from selected sensors. Figure 2 shows locations of 

temperature sensors with matching colors; the leftmost column corresponds to the 

vertical array profile closest to the river, and the rightmost columns is farthest from 

the river. The black line represents river temperature. River flood hydrographs are 

shown in figure 3. After arrival of the large natural flood, sensors at Hornsby Bend 

registered a distinct peak (a-c), likely a result of contamination from surface waters 

overtopping the well casing. A head gradient reversal occurred in the vertical 

profile closest to the river channel. The Webberville Park response to intermediate 

flood pulse (d-f) was a spike in temperature for all sensors. The temperature spike 

increased with proximity to the river channel and decreased with depth. The 

Webberville Park  response to the large natural flood pulse was a vertical 

temperature gradient reversal for all profiles (g-i). Time elapsed before gradients 

reversed back to their pre-flood configuration increased with increasing proximity 

to the river channel. 
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Figure 9: Conceptual model of groundwater temperature response to floods at 

Webberville Park. Prior to both flood events, pore waters adjacent to the river are 

heated by warmer river water and the water table gradient is sloping toward the 

river; heat transport is a combination of conduction and advection from lateral 

exchange near to the river channel (a,d). During the intermediate flood, warmer 

river water is pushed laterally into the riparian aquifer, warming the top portion of 

the temperature array by advective heat transport; hydraulic gradients reverse (b). 

After intermediate flood recession, water table gradients return to sloping toward 

the river, heat migrates back toward the river channel (c). After arrival of the large 

natural flood pulse (e), vertical and horizontal hydraulic gradients reverse, warmer 

pore water is displaced laterally and downward by infiltrating flood water, causing 

the advective transport of heat away from the river channel. After flood recession 

(f), hydraulic gradients and groundwater flow return to their pre-flood condition. 

Advective heat transport occurs as the heat plume migrates with groundwater flow 

back toward the river.  
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB SCRIPTS FOR GENERATING TEMPERATURE 

PROFILE FIGURES 

A1: Matlab script for small flood figure plotting: HBU 

%Script for plotting contoured temperature data at HBU field site from 
%10/20/2015-10/29/2015 

%In-stream and piezometer trolls+2D hobo thermistor arrays plotted into 

%figure for animation 
%all imported data is lined up along a specific 15min time increments and 

  

%% 
%textscan of thermistor data CSV file 

data=textscan(fopen('HBUThermistor_scan.csv'),'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f

%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','Delimiter',',','HeaderLines',1); 
for k=1:39  

T2(:,k)=data{k}; %T is a 2D matrix of all thermistor temps and rows representing time steps 

end 
  

%% 

%hydrograph output 
  

time=0:.25:71.75; 

t92=time(92); 
t125=time(125); 

t205=time(205); 

r92=rlvl(92); 
r125=rlvl(125); 

r205=rlvl(205); 
rt=[t92 t125 t205]; 

rl=[r92 r125 r205]; 

plot(time(25:275),rlvl(25:275),'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 

plot(rt,rl,'*','Markersize',10) 

  

  

%% 

  
t=210; 

grndx=[6.3,6.06, 4.58, 3.09, 1.58, 0,-1.5,-2.5,-3];%ground surface coordinates (last 4 made up 

grndy=[-.47,-.491,-.495,-.584,-.685,-1.015,-1.515,-2.015,-3.015]; 
px=[6.06, 1.58];%troll instrumented piezometer x coords: p01 and p04 

strmx=[-1.8,-3];%width of stream box 

  
%x=WBPXY(:,2);%x and y imported from sheet for HBU site 

%y=WBPXY(:,3); 

  
xmin=min(x); xmax=max(x); ymin=min(y); ymax=max(y); % xy min max to set boundaries of interpolant 

xrmin=-1.8; xrmax=-3; yrmin=-3.5; yrmax=rlvl(t); %ditto for river 

  
  

xv=linspace(xmin,xmax,100); %x axis vector for interpolant bounds, resolution: 100 

yv=linspace(ymin,ymax,80); %y axis vector for interpolant bounds, resolution: 80 

  

xvr=linspace(xrmin,xrmax,10);%x axis vector for interpolant bounds for river 

yvr=linspace(yrmin,yrmax,10); 
  

[xcoord,ycoord]=meshgrid(xv,yv); %meshgrid outputs interpolation coordinate matrix 

[xrcoord,yrcoord]=meshgrid(xvr,yvr); 
  

Tt=T2(t,:); %temperature vector containing all thermistor data at a specified time slice 

Tinterp=scatteredInterpolant(x,y,Tt','linear','linear'); %interpolant matrix from raw temperature data 
Tinterpf=Tinterp(xcoord,ycoord); 

  

rT2=zeros(10,10); 
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rT2(:,:)=(rT(t)); 

rT2(1,1)=rT2(1,1)+.001; % add a bit to make it actually contour 
  

  

  
hold on 

%g=plot(px,[p04lvl(t) p04lvl(t)])%plots groundwater lvl at time slice k with x coordinate px 

%set(g,'color','blue') 
plot([-1.8,-3],[rlvl(t),rlvl(t)],'blue')%plots river level at time slice k 

contourf(xcoord,ycoord,Tinterpf,20:.5:30) %temperature data contour 

contourf(xrcoord,yrcoord,rT2,20:.5:30) 
colorbar 

caxis([20.5 25]); 

  
  

fillx=[-1.5,-2.5, -2.99,-2.99,-2.5, -1.5]; 

filly=[-1.515,-2.015,-3.015,-3.5,-3.5,-3.5]; 

m=fill(fillx,filly,'w'); 

set(m,'edgecolor','white');%filling in river contour 

gp=plot(grndx,grndy) %ground surface 
set(gp,'color',[.8 .6 .1]) 

set(gp,'LineWidth',2) 

h=plot(x,y,'.') 
set(h,'MarkerSize',24) 

set(h,'color','red') 

set(gca,'FontName','<Arial>') 
set(gca,'FontSize',24) 

g=plot([6.06, 4.58, 3.09, 1.58, 0],[p04lvl(t),p04lvl(t),p04lvl(t),p04lvl(t),p04lvl(t)],'b') 
set(g,'LineWidth',2) 

hold off 

A2: Matlab script for small flood figure plotting: WBP 
%Script for plotting contoured temperature data from the controlled small 

%flood at WBP, September 2015 

%Made for use with the matlab data file entitled ‘WBPcontrolled’ 
%In-stream and piezometer trolls+2D hobo thermistor arrays plotted into 

%figure for animation  

%Troll data must be imported 
for k=1:33  

T(:,k)=data{k}; %T is a 2D matrix of all thermistor temps and rows representing time steps 

end 
%for k=1:39 % not needed here as dataset was already in 15 min increments 

    A=T(:,k); 

    T2(:,k)=A(1:3:length(A)); %matrix T2 is T truncated to every 3rd measurement (15 min increments instead of 5min) 
%end %%Truncation of thermistor and troll data to 15 min increments 

%% Removing jumpy thermistors 

  
%%T2(:,31)=[]; 

  

%% 
%rlvl=instream(1:3:length(instream)); %instream troll truncation to 15 min increments 

%rT=rtemp(1:3:length(rtemp)); 

  
%% 

%QC termistor data 

%tp00topch4 
test=T2(:,32)%test is QC vector 

for k=1:50 

if test(k)<23 
test(k)=test(k-1) 

end 

end 
plot (test) 

for k=1:385 

if test(k)<15 
test(k)=test(k-1) 
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end 

end 
end 

plot (test) 

for k=54:60 
if test(k)<22.89 

test(k)=test(k-1) 

end 
end 

plot(test) 

T2(:,32)=test 
%% 

%Max out river level at 1.254m for plotting purposes 

rlvl2=rlvl 
for k=1:385 

if rlvl2(k)>1.254 

rlvl2(k)=1.254 

end 

end 

%Max out piezos at 1.254 for plotting purposes 
ptest=p; 

for k=1:5 

for i=1:384 
if ptest(i,k)>1.254; 

ptest(i,k)=1.254 

end 
end 

end 
plot(ptest(:,1)) 

p=ptest; 

py=p 
%% 

%  

t=50; %specify time slice 
time=0:.25:71.75; 

plot(time(100:275),rlvl(100:275),[time(150),time(185),time(260)],[rlvl(150),rlvl(185),rlvl(260)],'*','LineWidth',2,'Markersize',10) 

%% 
%Create video file for writing 

WBPvid=VideoWriter('temp1.avi','Uncompressed AVI'); %create AVI file 

WBPvid.FramRate=5; 
open(WBPvid) 

%% 

%for k=1:385; 
    %t=k; 

t=450 

grndx=[4.6,3.675,2.630,1.650,0.634,0,-.3,-.3,-1, -1.5,-1.99];%ground surface coordinates 
grndy=[1.245,1.155,1.06,0.982,0.869,0.693,0.65,0,-.25,-.4,-.7]; 

px=[-.2,.63,1.65,2.63,3.68];%troll instrumented piezometer x coords 

strmx=[-1.99,-.3];%width of stream box 
  

%x=WBPXY(:,2);%x and y vectors created for interpolation 

%y=WBPXY(:,3); 
  

  

xmin=min(x); xmax=max(x); ymin=min(y); ymax=max(y); % xy min max to set boundaries of interpolant 
xrmin=-1.99; xrmax=-.3; yrmin=-1.5; yrmax=rlvl2(t); %ditto for river 

  

  
xv=linspace(xmin,xmax,100); %x axis vector for interpolant bounds, resolution: 100 

yv=linspace(ymin,ymax,80); %y axis vector for interpolant bounds, resolution: 80 

  
xvr=linspace(xrmin,xrmax,10);%x axis vector for interpolant bounds for river 

yvr=linspace(yrmin,yrmax,10); 

  
[xcoord,ycoord]=meshgrid(xv,yv); %meshgrid outputs interpolation coordinate matrix 
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[xrcoord,yrcoord]=meshgrid(xvr,yvr); 

  
Tt=T2(t,:); %temperature vector containing all thermistor data at a specified time slice 

Tinterp=scatteredInterpolant(x,y,Tt','linear','linear'); %interpolant matrix from raw temperature data 

Tinterpf=Tinterp(xcoord,ycoord); 
  

rT2=zeros(10,10); 

rT2(:,:)=rT(t); 
rT2(1,1)=rT2(1,1)+.001; % add a bit to make it actually contour 

  

  
  

g=plot(px,py(t,:),'blue')%plots groundwater lvl at time slice k with x coordinate px 

set(g,'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 

  

contourf(xcoord,ycoord,Tinterpf,20:.5:30) %temperature data contour 

contourf(xrcoord,yrcoord,rT2,20:.5:30) 

colorbar 

caxis([20.5 25]); 
  

plot([-2,-.3],[rlvl2(t),rlvl2(t)],'blue')%plots river level at time slice k 

h=plot(x,y,'.') 
set(h,'color','red') 

set(h,'MarkerSize',24) 

  
  

fillx=[-.3,-1, -1.5,-1.99,-1.99,-.3]; 
filly=[0,-.25,-.4,-.7,-1.7,-1.7]; 

m=fill(fillx,filly,'w'); 

set(m,'edgecolor','white');%filling in river contour 
gp=plot(grndx,grndy) 

set(gp,'color',[.8 .6 .1]) 

set(gp,'LineWidth',2) 
hold off 

%currFrame=getframe(gcf); 

%writeVideo(WBPvid,currFrame); 
%end 

%close(WBPvid) 

 
A3: Matlab script for intermediate figure plotting: WBP 

%Script for plotting and animating contoured intermediate flood temperature data at WBP field site 

%In-stream and piezometer trolls+2D hobo thermistor arrays plotted into 
%Made for use with the matlab data file entitled ‘WBPintermediate’ 

%figure for animation  

%textscan of thermistor data CSV file 
data=textscan(fopen('Thermistor_import_v2.csv'),'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%

f%f%f%f','Delimiter',',','HeaderLines',1); 

for k=1:32  
T2(:,k)=data{k}; %T is a 2D matrix of all thermistor temps and rows representing time steps 

end 

  
  

  

 %% 
%QCing temperature data 

%Max out river level at 1.254m for plotting purposes 

rlvl2=rlvl; 
for k=1:726 

if rlvl2(k)>1.254; 

rlvl2(k)=1.254; 
end 

end 

rlvl=rlvl(2); 
%Max out piezos at 1.254 for plotting purposes 
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ptest=py; 

for k=1:5 
for i=1:726 

if ptest(i,k)>1.254; 

ptest(i,k)=1.254 
end 

end 

end 
plot(ptest(:,1)) 

py=ptest; 

%truncate piezo data after pulled out of piezos 
ptest=py; 

for k=1:5; 

    for i=373:726; 
        ptest(i,k)=NaN; 

    end 

end 

py=ptest; 

%% 

  
%% 

%Create video file for writing 

WBPvid=VideoWriter('temp3.avi','Uncompressed AVI'); %create AVI file 
WBPvid.FrameRate=20; 

open(WBPvid) 

%% 
%for k=1:3:4000; 

    t=2500; 
grndx=[4.6,3.675,2.630,1.650,0.634,0,-.3,-.3,-1, -1.5,-1.99];%ground surface coordinates 

grndy=[1.245,1.155,1.06,0.982,0.869,0.693,0.65,0,-.25,-.4,-.7]; 

px=[1.65,3.68];%troll instrumented piezometer x coords 
strmx=[-1.99,-.3];%width of stream box 

  

xmin=min(x); xmax=max(x); ymin=min(y); ymax=max(y); % xy min max to set boundaries of interpolant 
xrmin=-1.99; xrmax=4.6; yrmin=-1.5; yrmax=rlvl(t); %ditto for river 

  

  
xv=linspace(xmin,xmax,100); %x axis vector for interpolant bounds, resolution: 100 

yv=linspace(ymin,ymax,80); %y axis vector for interpolant bounds, resolution: 80 

  
xvr=linspace(xrmin,xrmax,10);%x axis vector for interpolant bounds for river 

yvr=linspace(yrmin,yrmax,10); 

  
[xcoord,ycoord]=meshgrid(xv,yv); %meshgrid outputs interpolation coordinate matrix 

[xrcoord,yrcoord]=meshgrid(xvr,yvr); 

  
Tt=T2(t,:); %temperature vector containing all thermistor data at a specified time slice 

Tinterp=scatteredInterpolant(x,y,Tt','linear','linear'); %interpolant matrix from raw temperature data 

Tinterpf=Tinterp(xcoord,ycoord); 
  

rT2=zeros(10,10); 

rT2(:,:)=rT(t); 
rT2(1,1)=rT2(1,1)+.001; % add a bit to make it actually contour 

  

  
  

  

  
  

plot([-2,-.3],[rlvl(t),rlvl(t)],'blue')%plots river level at time slice k 

hold on 
contourf(xrcoord,yrcoord,rT2,20:.5:31.44) 

colorbar 

caxis([21 28]); 
fillx=[-.3,-1, -1.5,-1.99,-1.99,-.3]; 
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filly=[0,-.25,-.4,-.7,-1.7,-1.7]; 

m=fill(fillx,filly,'w'); 
fillx2=[-.3,-.3,0,.634,1.65,2.63,3.675,4.6,4.6,-.3]; 

filly2=[0,.65,.693,.869,.982,1.06,1.155,1.245,-1.95,-1.95]; 

m2=fill(fillx2,filly2,'w'); 
set(m,'edgecolor','white');%filling in river contour 

set(m2,'edgecolor','white');%filling in river contour 

gp=plot(grndx,grndy) 
set(gp,'color',[.8 .6 .1]) 

set(gp,'LineWidth',1) 

contourf(xcoord,ycoord,Tinterpf,20:.5:31.44) %temperature data contour 
plot([0 px(1) px(2)],[rlvl(t) p02(t) p04(t)],'blue')%plots groundwater lvl at time slice k with x coordinate px 

  

h=plot(x,y,'.') 
set(h,'color','white') 

set(h,'MarkerSize',24) 

set(h,'LineWidth',1) 

set(gca,'FontSize',24) 

DaT=DateandTime(t); 

d=text(4,-2.2,DaT) 
set(d,'FontSize',24) 

set(gca,'FontName','Arial') 

hold off 
%currFrame=getframe(gcf); %capture figure frame for video writing 

%writeVideo(WBPvid,currFrame); 

%end 
%close(WBPvid) 

 
A4: Matlab script for plotting HBU Large flood 

%Script for plotting contoured temperature data at HBU field site during 

%late October 2015 large flood 
%Designed to be used with 'HBUlargeflood' data file. 

%10/20/2015-10/29/2015 

%In-stream and piezometer trolls+2D hobo thermistor arrays plotted into 
%figure for animation 

%all imported data is lined up along a specific 15min time increments and 

  
%% 

%textscan of thermistor data CSV file 

data=textscan(fopen('HBUThermistor_scan.csv'),'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f
%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','Delimiter',',','HeaderLines',1); 

for k=1:39  

T2(:,k)=data{k}; %T is a 2D matrix of all thermistor temps and rows representing time steps 
end 

%% 

%QCing Thermistor data: 
%Removing thermistor data where thermistor was above water: 

%00topch4: y=-1.79 

ftest=find(p01<-1.75)%left conservative cushion to account for measurement error and X distance from p01 troll 
ttest=T2(:,39); %row 39 from T2 matrix is 00topch4 time series 

ttest(ftest)=NaN; %removing data where 00topch4 is above groundwater level 

T2(:,39)=ttest; 
clear ttest 

clear ftest 

%00topch3: y=-1.98 
ftest=find(p01<-1.88);%left conservative 10cm cushion to account for measurement error and x distance from p01 troll  

ttest=T2(:,38); %row 38 from T2 matrix is 00topch3 time series 

ttest(ftest)=NaN; %removing data where 00topch4 is above groundwater level 
T2(:,38)=ttest; 

clear ttest 

clear ftest 
%01topch4: y=-1.53 

ftest=find(p01<-1.5);%left conservative 3cm cushion to account for measurement error  

ttest=T2(:,31); %row 31 from T2 matrix is 01topch4 time series 
ttest(ftest)=NaN; 
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T2(:,31)=ttest; 

clear ttest 
clear ftest 

%01topch3: y=-1.73 

ftest=find(p01<-1.7);%left conservative 3cm cushion to account for measurement error  
ttest=T2(:,30); %row 31 from T2 matrix is 01topch4 time series 

ttest(ftest)=NaN; 

T2(:,30)=ttest; 
clear ttest 

clear ftest 

%01topch2: y=-1.93 
ftest=find(p01<-1.9);%left conservative 3cm cushion to account for measurement error  

ttest=T2(:,29); %row 31 from T2 matrix is 01topch4 time series 

ttest(ftest)=NaN; 
T2(:,29)=ttest; 

clear ttest 

clear ftest 

  

%QCing p00btmch2 

ttest=T2(:,33); %row 33 is channel location in T2 column 
ftest=find(ttest<0); 

ttest(ftest)=NaN; 

clear ftest 
ftest=find(ttest<21); 

ttest(ftest)=NaN; 

T2(:,33)=ttest; 
%QC p00btm2: match NaN values with ch3 

ttest=T2(:,33); 
for k=272:328    

        ttest(k)=T2(k,32); 

end 
for k=341:410    

        ttest(k)=T2(k,32); 

end 
T2(:,33)=ttest; 

%Clear above-water thermistor data after river stage return to normal 

%ttest=T2(:,39); 
%ttest(475:841)=NaN; 

%T2(:,39)=ttest; 

%% 
%QCing troll data 

%instream: set max level to 0m 

ftest=find(rlvl>0); 
rlvl(ftest)=0 

%p01 and p04 data after timestep 341 is no good, removing... 

p01(341:855)=NaN 
p04(341:841)=NaN 

  

%% 
%hydrograph output 

  

time=0:.25:71.75; 
t92=time(92); 

t125=time(125); 

t205=time(205); 
r92=rlvl(92); 

r125=rlvl(125); 

r205=rlvl(205); 
rt=[t92 t125 t205]; 

rl=[r92 r125 r205]; 

plot(time(25:275),rlvl(25:275),'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 

plot(rt,rl,'*','Markersize',10) 

%% 
%Create video file for writing 
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HBUvid=VideoWriter('temp1.avi','Uncompressed AVI'); %create AVI file 

HBUvid.FrameRate=10; 
open(HBUvid) 

  

%% 
for k=1:800; 

t=k; 

set(0,'defaultAxesFontName','<Calibri>') 
set(0,'defaultTextFontName','<Calibri>') 

grndx=[6.2,6.06, 4.58, 3.09, 1.58, 0,-1.5,-2.5,-3];%ground surface coordinates (last 4 made up 

grndy=[-.490,-.491,-.495,-.584,-.685,-1.015,-1.515,-2.015,-3.015]; 
px=[6.06, 1.58];%troll instrumented piezometer x coords: p01 and p04 

strmx=[-1.8,-3];%width of stream box 

  
%x=WBPXY(:,2);%x and y imported from sheet for HBU site 

%y=WBPXY(:,3); 

  

xmin=min(x); xmax=max(x); ymin=min(y); ymax=max(y); % xy min max to set boundaries of interpolant 

xrmin=-3; xrmax=6.2; yrmin=-3.5; yrmax=rlvl(t); %ditto for river 

  
  

xv=linspace(xmin,xmax,100); %x axis vector for interpolant bounds, resolution: 100 

yv=linspace(ymin,ymax,80); %y axis vector for interpolant bounds, resolution: 80 
  

xvr=linspace(xrmin,xrmax,10);%x axis vector for interpolant bounds for river 

yvr=linspace(yrmin,yrmax,10); 
  

[xcoord,ycoord]=meshgrid(xv,yv); %meshgrid outputs interpolation coordinate matrix 
[xrcoord,yrcoord]=meshgrid(xvr,yvr); 

  

Tt=T2(t,:); %temperature vector containing all thermistor data at a specified time slice 
Tinterp=scatteredInterpolant(x,y,Tt','linear','linear'); %interpolant matrix from raw temperature data 

Tinterpf=Tinterp(xcoord,ycoord); 

  
rT2=zeros(10,10); 

rT2(:,:)=(rT(t)); 

rT2(1,1)=rT2(1,1)+.001; % add a bit to make it actually contour 
  

  

contourf(xrcoord,yrcoord,rT2,20:.5:30) 
hold on 

  

fillx=[-2.99,-2.5,-1.5,6.2,6.2,-2.99]; 
filly=[-3.015,-2.015,-1.515,-1.515,-3.5,-3.5]; 

m=fill(fillx,filly,'w'); 

hold on 
fillx1=[-1.5 0 1.58 3.09 4.58 6.2 6.2 6.2 -1.5]; 

filly1=[-1.515 -1.015 -.685 -.584 -.495 -.491 0 -1.515 -1.515]; 

m1=fill(fillx1,filly1,'w') 
set(m,'edgecolor','white');%filling in river contour 

set(m1,'edgecolor','white');%filling in river contour 

g=plot(px,[p04(t) p01(t)],'b')%plots groundwater lvl at time slice k with x coordinate px 
set(g,'LineWidth',2) 

hold on 

%plot([-1.8,-3],[rlvl(t),rlvl(t)],'blue')%plots river level at time slice k 
contourf(xcoord,ycoord,Tinterpf,20:.25:25) %temperature data contour 

  

colorbar 
caxis([20 23.5]); 

  

  
  

set(m,'edgecolor','white');%filling in river contour 

gp=plot(grndx,grndy) %ground surface 
set(gp,'color',[.8 .6 .1]) 
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set(gp,'LineWidth',2) 

h=plot(x,y,'.') 
set(h,'color','red') 

set(h,'MarkerSize',24) 

%plot([6.06, 4.58, 3.09, 1.58, 0],[p04lvl(t),p04lvl(t),p04lvl(t),p04lvl(t),p04lvl(t)],'r') 
DaT=DateandTime(t); 

text(4, -4,DaT,'FontSize',35) 

set(gca,'FontSize',35) 
%plot(0,.75,'w') 

hold off 

currFrame=getframe(gcf);%capture figure frame for video writing 
writeVideo(HBUvid,currFrame); %write figure frame to video 

end 

close(HBUvid) 
A5: Matlab script for plotting WBP Large flood 

%% 

%textscan of thermistor data CSV file 

data=textscan(fopen('Thermistor_import_v2.csv'),'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%

f%f%f%f','Delimiter',',','HeaderLines',1); 

for k=1:32  
T2(:,k)=data{k}; %T is a 2D matrix of all thermistor temps and rows representing time steps 

end 

  
%% Removing jumpy thermistors 

  

%%T2(:,31)=[]; 
  

%% 
%rlvl=instream(1:3:length(instream)); %instream troll truncation to 15 min increments 

%rT=rtemp(1:3:length(rtemp)); 

  
%% 

%QC termistor data 

%tp00topch4 
test=T2(:,32)%test is QC vector 

test(1)=test(3) 

test(2)=test(3); 
for k=1:726 

if test(k)<15; 

test(k)=test(k-1); 
end 

end 

for k=1:350 
if test(k)<22.5; 

test(k)=test(k-1); 

end 
end 

for k=1:350 

if test(k)<23; 
test(k)=test(k-1); 

end 

end 
plot (test) 

  

end 
plot (test) 

for k=358:362 

if test(k)<22.89 
test(k)=22.89 

end 

end 
plot(test) 

T2(:,32)=test 

%QC tp03btmch4 
test=T2(:,8); 
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for k=1:726 

    if test(k)>25 
        test(k)=test(k-1) 

    end 

end 
  T2(:,8)=test;       

 %%  

%WBP bottom 5 thermistor time series 
  

%WBP p03 vertical transect time series 

 p03btm1=T2(:,5); 
p03btm2=T2(:,6); 

p03btm3=T2(:,7); 

p03btm4=T2(:,8); 
p03top1=T2(:,9); 

p03top2=T2(:,10); 

p03top3=T2(:,11); 

p03top4=T2(:,12); 

plot(t,p03btm1,t,p03btm2,t,p03btm3,t,p03btm4,t,p03top1,t,p03top2,t,p03top3,t,p03top4,'MarkerSize',5) 

 %% 
%Max out river level at 1.254m for plotting purposes 

rlvl=rlvl2; 

for k=1:726 
if rlvl(k)>1.254; 

rlvl(k)=1.254; 

end 
end 

rlvl=rlvl(2); 
%Max out piezos at 1.254 for plotting purposes 

ptest=py; 

for k=1:5 
for i=1:726 

if ptest(i,k)>1.254; 

ptest(i,k)=1.254 
end 

end 

end 
plot(ptest(:,1)) 

py=ptest; 

%truncate piezo data after pulled out of piezos 
ptest=py; 

for k=1:5; 

    for i=373:726; 
        ptest(i,k)=NaN; 

    end 

end 
py=ptest; 

%% 

%  
t=50; %specify time slice 

time=0:.25:71.75; 

plot(time(100:275),rlvl(100:275),[time(150),time(185),time(260)],[rlvl(150),rlvl(185),rlvl(260)],'*','LineWidth',2,'Markersize',10) 
%% 

%Create video file for writing 

WBPvid2=VideoWriter('temp2.avi','Uncompressed AVI'); %create AVI file 
WBPvid2.FrameRate=20; 

open(WBPvid2) 

%% 
%for k=1:800; 

    t=600; 

grndx=[4.6,3.675,2.630,1.650,0.634,0,-.3,-.3,-1, -1.5,-1.99];%ground surface coordinates 
grndy=[1.245,1.155,1.06,0.982,0.869,0.693,0.65,0,-.25,-.4,-.7]; 

px=[-.2,.63,1.65,2.63,3.68];%troll instrumented piezometer x coords 

strmx=[-1.99,-.3];%width of stream box 
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%x=WBPXY(:,2);%x and y vectors created for interpolation 

%y=WBPXY(:,3); 
xmin=min(x); xmax=max(x); ymin=min(y); ymax=max(y); % xy min max to set boundaries of interpolant 

xrmin=-1.99; xrmax=4.6; yrmin=-1.5; yrmax=rlvl(t); %ditto for river 

  
  

xv=linspace(xmin,xmax,100); %x axis vector for interpolant bounds, resolution: 100 

yv=linspace(ymin,ymax,80); %y axis vector for interpolant bounds, resolution: 80 
  

xvr=linspace(xrmin,xrmax,10);%x axis vector for interpolant bounds for river 

yvr=linspace(yrmin,yrmax,10); 
  

[xcoord,ycoord]=meshgrid(xv,yv); %meshgrid outputs interpolation coordinate matrix 

[xrcoord,yrcoord]=meshgrid(xvr,yvr); 
  

Tt=T2(t,:); %temperature vector containing all thermistor data at a specified time slice 

Tinterp=scatteredInterpolant(x,y,Tt','linear','linear'); %interpolant matrix from raw temperature data 

Tinterpf=Tinterp(xcoord,ycoord); 

  

rT2=zeros(10,10); 
rT2(:,:)=rT(t); 

rT2(1,1)=rT2(1,1)+.001; % add a bit to make it actually contour 

  
  

 

plot([-2,-.3],[rlvl(t),rlvl(t)],'blue')%plots river level at time slice k 
hold on 

  
contourf(xrcoord,yrcoord,rT2,20:.5:30) 

colorbar 

caxis([20.5 25]); 
fillx=[-.3,-1, -1.5,-1.99,-1.99,-.3]; 

filly=[0,-.25,-.4,-.7,-1.7,-1.7]; 

m=fill(fillx,filly,'w'); 
fillx2=[-.3,-.3,0,.634,1.65,2.63,3.675,4.6,4.6,-.3]; 

filly2=[0,.65,.693,.869,.982,1.06,1.155,1.245,-1.95,-1.95]; 

m2=fill(fillx2,filly2,'w'); 
set(m,'edgecolor','white');%filling in river contour 

set(m2,'edgecolor','white');%filling in river contour 

gp=plot(grndx,grndy) 
set(gp,'color',[.8 .6 .1]) 

set(gp,'LineWidth',2) 

contourf(xcoord,ycoord,Tinterpf,20:.25:25) %temperature data contour 
g=plot(px,py(t,:),'blue')%plots groundwater lvl at time slice k with x coordinate px 

set(g,'LineWidth',1) 

h=plot(x,y,'.') 
set(h,'color','white') 

set(h,'MarkerSize',24) 

DaT=DateandTime(t); 
d=text(4,-2.3,DaT); 

set(d,'FontSize',24) 

%text(1,-2.3,rlvl2(t)) 
set(gca,'FontName','Arial') 

set(gca,'FontSize',30) 

  
hold off 

%currFrame=getframe(gcf); %capture figure frame for video writing 

%writeVideo(WBPvid2,currFrame); 
%end 

%close(WBPvid2) 
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